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Annotation: The following article discusses the problems of virtual discourse, one of 

the most important problems of modern speech. Since the approach to virtual speech is not 

clear in the theoretical linguistics literature, examining this issue stands out as having a 

special importance in language education today. This study also discusses virtual discourse 

and its features today.   

Annotatsiya: Ushbu maqolada zamonaviy nutqning eng muhim muammolaridan biri 

boʻlgan virtual nutq muammosi muhokama qilinadi. Nazariy tilshunoslik adabiyotlarida 

virtual nutqqa yondashuv aniq boʻlmaganligi sababli, bu masalani oʻrganish bugungi 

kunda til taʼlimida alohida ahamiyat kasb etishi bilan ajralib turadi. Bu tadqiqotda virtual 

nutq va uning bugungi kundagi xususiyatlari ham muhokama qilinadi. 

Аннотация: В данной статье рассматривается проблема виртуального 

дискурса, одна из важнейших проблем современной речи. Поскольку в теоретической 

лингвистической литературе подход к виртуальной речи неясен, рассмотрение этого 

вопроса приобретает особое значение в современном языковом образовании. В 

исследовании также обсуждается виртуальный дискурс и его особенности сегодня. 

Key words: extra linguistic factors, communicative speech, virtual discourse, 

antinomy, verbal and non-verbal, interlocutor. 

Kalit so'zlar: ekstralingvistik omillar, kommunikativ nutq, virtual nutq, antinomiya, 

ogʻzaki va ogʻzaki boʻlmagan, suhbatdosh. 

Ключевые слова: экстралингвистические факторы, коммуникативная речь, 

виртуальный дискурс, антиномия, вербальное и невербальное, собеседник. 

 

In the «Linguistic Encyclopedic Dictionary» discourse is explained as «a coherent text 

in conjunction with extra linguistic factors: pragmatic, socio-cultural, psychological and 

others; a text taken in a communicative situation; speech which is considered to be a 

purposeful, social action; a component involved in the interaction of people and being a 

mechanism of cognitive processes. Therefore, virtual discourse can be called a virtual text 

in the frame of a communicative situation. 
15

 

         Virtual communication is of a hybrid nature. It combines the advantages of two 

types of communication: oral and written. In this case, there are many contradictions in 

virtual speech: 

         Firstly, time is high and continuous. This means that written speech is slow than 

spoken speech, but this is done in high time mode. Spontaneity and accuracy. We often feel 

                                                           
15
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confused when responding to message in a conversation, but we can also reread the massage 

and correct it. Depending on the situation and connection between weak points.  The time 

when words are written and the time when words are read can be clearly separated in time, 

so that the events written and the events related to its content, and therefore the meaning, 

will change for people who read the words. The interpretation of words my also vary. 
16

 

Secondly, unlike verbal communication and virtual communication does not involve 

contact. Visual communication in a virtual meeting is usually done by way of email. In this 

case, dual sign system is associated: verbal and nonverbal. Email characters cannot change 

intonation, gestures, facial expressions in communication, but their influence on the 

interpretation of speech is more pronounced than on the face, for example, we do not need 

to interpret the intonation or imitation of the interlocutor, email signs are clear what do we 

mean by the speaker?  

Thirdly, unlike ordinary written texts, virtual speech is often filled with short and 

imperceptible letters. Comparison: 2DAY=today; 2U=to you; 4U=for you; ASAP=as soon 

as possible. This makes them multimodal. 

Fourth, omissions and   abbreviations can lead to misinterpretation of the text by the 

addressees and prevent them from understanding the sender‘s thoughts. Sometimes 

contradictory situations may arise. Lack of understanding and the need to repair the defect 

causes the buyer to seek additional support. Assuming that the explanation is intellectual, 

emotional and emotional, the lack of understanding will be covered by emotions and 

feelings.
17

 

Interpretation of virtual conversation is often very specific. These are: the hybrid 

nature of speech. A combination of two forms of communication, written and oral, using 

two verbal and non-verbal symbols, such as email symbols, non-contact and noncontact 

short symbols. The content of new words can vary greatly from word to word, and as a 

result, there is no unity and integrity in the words.                                                
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